INTRODUCTION

What are the expressive therapies, and what important clinical information do they contextualize for the creative practitioner? In my opinion, we become therapists and utilize expressive art therapies to help others make changes in their lives and guide them toward happier and more fulfilling existences. There are many avenues within the therapeutic milieu to achieve this end. Although the theoretical foundations are often similar, the methods of caregiving to our clients change with our training and chosen area of expertise. Becoming an expressive art therapist and play therapist with children requires accumulating an arsenal of diverse, creative strategies to help clients communicate their experiences and feelings in nonverbal, less threatening ways. It also requires

I was very pleased to be asked to write this chapter and thank the editors for the opportunity. I am approaching it partially as personal history and the early development of art therapy as a profession. I was privileged to be among the pioneers and founders of a very important journey in the progress of medical science and healing by use of the expressive arts.
Integrating Expressive Arts and Play Therapy

Traditional talk therapy alone is generally unsuccessful when working with children and adolescents, especially within the developmental context of young childhood (Green, 2010). Play is a child's work. Toys are their words and play is their language (Landreth, 2012). As an adult, play becomes a necessary balancing act to mitigate typical psychosocial stressors, often bringing out the “natural child” in each of us. Within the venue of play, we find multimedia and multidisciplinary fields. That is not to say that all of the expressive, creative therapies are a form of play therapy, especially given the credentialing and specificity of studies in each professional arena, but for the sake of simplicity and also as a rationale for why we are integrating these fields in this book, I am going to approach integration by highlighting the similarities. I will be explaining the Expressive Therapies Continuum in this chapter as an attempt to lay a foundation of synthesis so all of the therapies can be understood as simply as possible and to formulate a way for the clinician to plan treatment based on integrated theories.

The following definitions of four of the separate disciplines—art therapy, music therapy, drama therapy, and dance therapy—will lead us to what they all have in common and what differences need to be learned in order to be an effective therapist. For the professional standards and criteria, refer to the Specialized Training and Resources section at the end of most chapters for a list of websites and credentialing processes. The information contained in the following four paragraphs was adapted from Expressive Therapy (2013):

**Art Therapy**, sometimes called creative arts therapy or expressive arts therapy, encourages people to express and understand emotions through artistic expression and through the creative process. Art therapy provides the client-artist with critical insight into emotions, thoughts, and feelings. Key benefits of the art therapy process include: (a) self-discovery, (b) personal fulfillment, (c) empowerment, (d) relaxation and stress relief, and (e) symptom relief and physical rehabilitation.

**Music Therapy** is one of the expressive therapies consisting of an interpersonal process in which a trained music therapist uses
music to help clients improve their psychological functioning, cognitive functioning, motor skills, emotional and affective development, behavior and social skills, and quality of life. Music therapists employ (a) free improvisation, (b) singing, (c) songwriting, (d) listening to and discussing music, and (e) moving to music to achieve treatment goals and objectives. Music therapy is used in some medical hospitals, cancer centers, schools, alcohol and drug recovery programs, psychiatric hospitals, and correctional facilities.

*Dance-Movement Therapy* (DMT), or Dance Therapy, is the psychotherapeutic use of movement and dance that influences emotional, cognitive, social, and behavioral forms of functioning. As an expressive therapy, DMT assumes that movement and emotion are directly related. The purpose of DMT is to find a healthy balance and sense of wholeness. DMT is practiced in places such as mental health rehabilitation centers, medical and educational settings, nursing homes, day care facilities, and other health promotion programs.

*Drama Therapy* is the use of theatre techniques to facilitate personal growth and promote mental health. Drama therapy is used in a wide variety of settings, including hospitals, schools, mental health centers, prisons, and businesses. The modern use of dramatic process and theatre as a therapeutic intervention began with Psychodrama. The field has expanded to allow many forms of theatrical interventions as therapy, including role-play, theatre games, group-dynamic games, mime, puppetry, and other improvisational techniques.

**MEDIA DIMENSION VARIABLES**

In my early pioneering years, I was struck by how expressive arts media had a direct effect on the healing process. So I went about exploring through scientific inquiry and developed what became known as *Media Dimension Variables*, which later transmuted into the *Expressive Therapies Continuum*. I will briefly overview my seminal research in the expressive arts field. Next, I will explain how the media from each expressive arts therapy field can have similar characteristics developmentally and how to incorporate this data clinically.
Early on I defined the use of art and craft materials in therapeutic service as an exploitation of media dimension variables (MDV) (Graves, 1969). MDV were those qualities or properties inherent in a given medium and process utilized in a therapeutic or educational context to evaluate and/or elicit a desired response from an individual (Kagin, 1969). The premises on which the concept of MDV were developed were that (a) the reinforcement value of making art is inherently a therapeutic process; (b) all individuals can be creative to some degree; (c) dimensions of art media are discernible and can be classified; and (d) media dimensions can be therapeutically applied.

Creativity elucidates a modification of behavior. Creativity, therefore, is a compilation of unconscious and/or conscious information channeled into some overt action (Kagin, 1969). A type of cause-and-effect relationship transpires when individuals engage in creative processes that are based on an energy source (motivation) and a data retrieval system leading to problem solving. This original concept was, at that time, based on Guilford’s (1965) model for creative performance, which encompassed a need for individuals to experience achievement or self-esteem, a need for expression, and a need for producing order (homeostasis in the organism). This creativity was determined by the efficiency with which an individual was able to bring schemata, or information, out of storage for indirect use in coping with situations. Guilford (1965) further divided memory storage into various classes, one of which was visual-figural data, which we see manifest in graphic expression as line, form, and shading.

Art is generally thought to be a socially acceptable mode of creative performance, which may provide enough satisfaction to channel otherwise destructive and/or antisocial actions into constructive and appropriate channels, as well as alleviate emotional distress. There is an unconscious attempt by an individual when creating art to build schemata. This process increases environmental awareness and heightens self-esteem, thus aiding the efficiency with which schemata are used. Ultimately, art making can be viewed as a perpetuating creative cycle (Kagin, 1969).

The theoretical underpinnings of art therapy in the early years of its professional development were that the projections of unconscious
material, aided by the spontaneity of graphic expression, would assist the client to gain awareness and insight into inner conflicts that needed resolution. Little attention was given to the media by which these projections were promoted. I, therefore, began looking at specific properties of art media and attempted to hypothesize general emotional or other behavioral responses.

No attention had been given in the literature to different responses when directions were given or not given on the subject or use of the media, or how difficult and complex a project might be and whether it would therefore be suitable for any one individual or group. I also was looking at the physical properties of media, such as fluidity, malleability, indestructibility, expansiveness, unpredictability, and adaptability. Three generalized variables were delineated: (1) structure, (2) task complexity, and (3) media properties.

Media whose properties were soft, aqueous, malleable, and easy to manipulate, such as finger paint, soft clay, polymer acrylcs, and so on, were in the fluid range. Resistive materials were defined as hard, brittle, slightly pliable to nonmalleable, and difficult to manipulate, such as hard or highly gorged clay, metal, wood, poster boards, heavier papers, pencils, and so on. A project was considered of high complexity when three or more sequential steps were required for completion, not to include simple repetition of a single process (such as pounding a nail), or of low complexity if the project required only one or two steps.

The difference between the structured and unstructured projects was primarily one of direction. The unstructured goals for completion were left up to the individual, and the instructions were simple (e.g., “Paint anything you wish,” “Put the metal on the board in any design you like”). The structured task was presented in a manner designed to leave little, if any, choice in the results of manipulating the materials. Specific directions on how to use the materials resulted in what would be achieved.

The following MDV examples survived not only my thesis study, but also continued on to become part of the curriculum of the Art Therapy Master’s degree at the University of Louisville and then an integral and defining element in the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC). It is therefore important to understand these combinations and concepts.
When I taught the Methodology lab, I required students to use index cards and a portfolio to dissect each intervention into the MDV, ETC, description of materials used, the procedure and directions for each project, its rationale targeting specific populations or areas of concern to the therapeutic process, and personal reflections as the project affected the student.

Here are some examples from the original projects of my study, which questioned whether different media variables affected verbal communication. Each project was first demonstrated to each participant. The demonstration may or may not be necessary, depending on the person doing the project and the rationale for using it. I am including the instructions and description of materials because it is important that the best media you can afford is used. Many experiences fail for lack of quality media or specificity of instructions. For the sake of space and to remain focused on this chapter’s aim, I am including only three of the variables (Potter’s Wheel Pot, Mosaic, and Cut and Paste).

**Potter’s Wheel Pot: HCSF**

*(High-Complexity Structured Fluid)*

Materials included a half-pound of Amaco terra cotta clay, a pan of water, clay sponges, and an electric potter’s wheel with a knee treadle. Throwing a pot generally requires a great deal of skill and craftsmanship. However, a reasonable facsimile (clay has roundness and a hole in the middle) is satisfactory. A round ball of white stoneware clay was given to the participant and placed in the center of the wheel’s turntable. The therapist formed the original ball to ensure some measure of success. The midpoint was to be found by the participant and corrected until accurate. The therapist then assisted the individual in putting pressure with both hands to the top of the clay mound and pushing it down to enable adherence to the metallic turntable. The wheel was then turned and pushed to top speed, at which time the participant applied pressure to the clay from each side, squeezing in slightly with both palms held rigid and steady in an attempt to establish the center of the clay in the exact center of the wheel. Once the clay was centered as close as possible, both thumbs were placed on center top of the mound and quickly pushed straight down to begin the opening process. The hands are then placed on each side to finish the pot.
Mosaic: HCSR (High-Complexity Structured Resistive)

Material included 30 one-inch-square enameled ceramic tiles (10 red, 10 black, 10 yellow), one pair of tile cutters, an 8-ounce bottle of Elmer’s Glue, a 5-inch-by-5-inch piece of pressed board, and a No. 2 drawing pencil. The instructions were to quickly draw lines that would divide the board into at least three areas and thus create a simple design. To color in the design, the tiles were to be glued onto the board in any desired area, and written into the chosen spaces as “R” (red), “B” (black), or “Y” (yellow). The tiles could be broken into smaller pieces by the cutter to enable filling in a smaller area.

Cut and Paste: LCSR (Low-Complexity Structured Resistive)

Materials included one red 22-inch-by-24-inch piece of medium-weight construction paper, on which were drawn in pencil 20 amorphic curvilinear forms; one pair of 5-inch steel teachers’ scissors; one 22-inch-by-24-inch piece of white Bristol board (two-ply poster board), on which identical forms to the above were outlined with pencil; and one 8-ounce bottle of Elmer’s glue. The participants were required simply to cut out the forms on the red paper and glue them onto the appropriate matched form drawn on the white paper.

Verbalizations were considered important in art therapy at that time, as they would lead to insight and problem solving. There was no significant difference between or among the variables as they related to the type of verbalization I was testing. New research in the area of neuroscience now can explain the relationship between talking and making art, or, more specifically, using the art for memory reinforcement and accuracy, and shows that the nonverbal act of drawing about an event has a much greater retention value than talking about an event (Bruck & Melnyk, 2000). However, in 1969, I was focusing on eliciting verbalizations as a measure of success with the combinations of the variables, complexity, structure, and media properties. It was a start.

I was able to develop a course of study that included all of my theoretical background and experiences, as well as promoted the efficacy of both art as therapy and art psychotherapy. In fact, I saw this well-worn
argument by other professionals as a continuum of interventions, which allowed flexibility and included a wide range of populations who could benefit from our services. In the early 1970s, I founded the Institute of Expressive Therapies, with the intent to include music, dance, drama, and poetry into the curriculum. This was the beginning of observing the commonalities among the disciplines, rather than the differences. My colleague, Vija Lusebrink, joined the faculty, and together we researched the interrelationships among the various expressive therapies.

We found a commonality first in developmental theory. The well-known work of Viktor Lowenfeld (1952) in the field of art education had long been one of the foundations on which the MDV was founded. Because the field of art therapy was fixing “deviating” behaviors, then what was the “normal” or expected and acceptable behavior in the arts arena? To recognize deviations, you must know the developmental norms. Although other researchers wrote about the development of children’s graphic expression, I was especially taken with Lowenfeld (1952) and Piaget (1962, 1969). When the stages were placed side by side, they explained each other coherently. The development of schema in particular was of common importance as a pattern of thinking that built upon itself and manifest in drawing behaviors, play behaviors, and development of symbolic language.

Following Piaget’s (1962) developmental sequence with use of various arts media, properties, structure (control), and complexity (cognitive understanding), we begin with sensorimotor play, which translated into the Kinesthetic/Sensory level of the continuum. Babies practice play, repeating motions over and over until the action becomes embedded into a form of its own cognition. The Perceptual/Affective level then begins as motion becomes form and touch or other sensory experiences effects feelings. These feelings do not yet have a verbal language, but they begin to serve the function for which they were biologically created. Anger makes change in the immediate present; sadness slows down the body and mind and processes loss; fear alerts us to danger; and happiness or joy balances all of the other experiences and gives motivation for growth. As form begins to develop further into signs, a meaning becomes attached to the action that created the form. Then the Cognitive/Symbolic level is attained.
The stages of Graphic Development may be aligned with Piaget’s (1962) development of schema—or a pattern of thinking on which we all build throughout a lifetime. Lowenfeld (1952) also described schema as a visual pattern of rules resulting from early scribble behavior, to making concentric movements, to attaining control enough to create form and name it. The scribble stage occurs generally when the child is able to hold an instrument without eating it and purposely put marks on paper (or whatever background may be selected or available). This can begin anywhere from age 12 months to 18 months and is random in nature. When longitudinal scribbling begins, around age 2, the back-and-forth repetition of practice play assumes a purpose, and experimentation into circular motion occurs. When these motions are mastered, around age 3, the form is purposely constructed. The pencil or crayon is lifted off the page and replaced, allowing for other forms to be produced. With more practice and more schema development, these forms become named, and the cephalopod (body/head configuration) is born. This occurs at approximately age 4, and the ability to draw a human figure begins. In the preschematic stage (ages 4 to approximately 6), much practice and change takes place. The forms do not yet have a set pattern and are randomly placed on the page. When a schema develops (about age 7), then the child has a definite manner in which an object or person is drawn and follows his or her own rules for such drawing. As cognition grows and flourishes, so do the drawings. When an experience is important to the child, a schema deviation takes place to allow for the significance of the experience. Realism is then attempted as the child attempts to draw what he or she sees, not just from internal structure of rules, but also from an external awareness that he or she is trying to translate. Realism begins around age 9, which is also the age when most people arrest further development of drawing spontaneously.

How do media enhance or inhibit this development process? Returning to the media properties ranging from fluid to resistive materials, it is by process of entrainment, resonance, and isomorphism that the media affects the motion and the amount of physical, mental, or emotional energy needed to use it. A LCUF (Low-Complexity Unstructured Fluid) project such as finger painting is basically a Kinesthetic/Sensory experience, where the physical properties of the finger paint are given
primary emphasis. If one resonates with the fluidity of the finger paint on the wet paper, the experience should elicit a fluid, fairly unrestricted response, much like you would expect from a 3-year-old. Assuming a normal, healthy, unrestricted response, the 3-year-old will play with the paint joyfully and develop a rhythm to create form. What are the other developmental tasks of the 3-year-old? Would these still be valuable in the adult world? Of course, otherwise we would not be using them as therapeutic treatment toward some specified goal! What does it mean if the individual does not like to touch the finger paint, or get dirty, or feels silly, out of control, and so forth? As educated and intuitive therapists, we should know the answers to these questions. Would you purposely give an experience that you knew would create resistance? Maybe. Under what circumstances and why? My point is that we must anticipate the reaction to each variable along each continuum or we are at best floundering and, at worst, doing harm to our clients. Think now of other arts and play forms: movement and dance, sound and music, sandplay, and drama. They follow the same development on the continuum.

If *isomorphism* takes place and the individual becomes attuned to the media, with a clear understanding of the structure (direction), then some emotional response should be elicited. If we go back to the function of emotions, where anger is used to make change, fear to alert to danger, and so on, we begin to see how and why individuals react to the media dimensions and levels of the ETC the way they do. There is an additional factor, a reinforcement value of experiencing the steps and completion of the project that must also be considered. Does the person respond to fluid materials in a resistive manner? Do resistive materials frustrate and make the person angry? How does the person use the anger to make a change? Are the directions given facilitating the functional use of emotions or causing anxiety or fear? What is alerting the individual to a danger signal? Is the project too complicated? Are the materials outside of the personal boundaries of comfort due to temperament, environment, or past experiences? What was the rationale for giving the project, and was the anticipated outcome achieved? If not, why? These questions form the basics of a therapeutic design using the MDV and ETC.
Actions and Metaphors

Materials elicit and absorb action and reaction, enhancing awareness of the mind–body connection. When materials are fluid, they may be described, as in the case of finger paint, as sliding, slippery, sticky, slick, smoothing, petting, runny, smearing, and so on. The sensation may be described as soft, gooey, pasty, tacky, and even yucky. Each of these reactions may be explored for background information or directed toward problem solving or insight, depending on the level of the ETC with which you are working. Fluid materials generally elicit a loose, flowing response, especially when there is no mediator between material and hand (such as a brush or scraper). When you observe the approach to the materials, even before the action is taken, you assess something about the person. Is the usage without hesitation and spontaneous, or more calculated and cautious? Does this relate to temperament or conditioning or both? Look for the metaphors.

When Gestalt Art Therapy was introduced by Janie Rhyne (1996), she approached the process as the self and asked her clients to give the experience a voice, preceding a description of materials, line, form, color, and space with “I am.” Although this may work well with late teens or adults by using verbal language to describe the project, it is still a viable theory as a nonverbal form of communication between the media (foreground) and the background on which the media is manipulated. Is the child soothing, smearing, sliding, or did the media elicit slapping, dotting, poking, or testing? If the intent of using a LCUF project with finger paint was to regress or release, did it work? If not, why? These are questions for the therapist to be able to answer.

Boundaries and Cognition

Fluid materials are contained; otherwise, they would be all over the place. One way to place a medium on the continuum is to determine what kind of container it needs and how much needs to be contained. Using the finger paints again, note that when an amount is placed on the paper, it stays where it is placed—not so with tempera paint or inks. Boundaries are either inherent in the materials or must be made by the participant. Internal controls may also be observed. How much paint
is put or poured onto the background material? Selection of fluidity or restiveness may speak to the need for, lack of, or too much boundary. Control is another variable that is directly kin to boundary. Persons with few boundaries may also lack control or, conversely, be demonstrating a need for such. Let’s go to the other end of the continuum for an example. A High-Complexity Structured Resistive experience usually is found on the Cognitive/Symbolic level, where intellectualization, control, and even obsessive-compulsive needs may be demonstrated. Let’s look at the example of an HCSR experience, the mosaic.

In the more complex experiences, several steps have to be considered both separately and collectively. The materials listed for the mosaic are tiles, which are very resistive and contained. They have no malleability unless quite a bit of force is exerted to break them into pieces, or the project is designed to have all of the tiles the same, and then placing becomes the focus. If the client needs to be able to perform action on the materials in an assertive, yet controlled manner, then a mediator is introduced to facilitate control (the hammer), and the tiles are placed on a surface that will absorb the action. If the appropriate amount of pressure is exerted, the tiles will break where they fissure. If too much force is used, the tiles may be smashed to dust or such tiny particles that using them for the mosaic will be very difficult. What is the metaphor here? How does the individual approach a task or problem?

In the case of a child, teaching the limits is important, and then the choice to adhere or not is made. This is actually true of the adult as well. In complex tasks, teaching allows for a sense of mastery. If the individual has never encountered the materials or process before, then a directive such as, “Do anything you wish,” which is totally unstructured, will probably raise the anxiety level. However, the purpose of the structure is to give the guidelines and boundaries for the experience, tending to yield the results that have the highest reinforcement value. Hence, each directive is given with each phase of the project.

In the beginning, it is good to go over all of the instructions so the individual may begin to image a finished product, but using each step in a therapeutic manner is very important. Go back to pounding the tiles. Pounding is, as are all actions on materials, metaphorical. Does your client pound, bang, crash, smash, peck, or only touch the hammer to
the tile? What step is next? Depending on whether you have required a design before beginning or allowing for the materials and person to dictate the design is another therapeutic decision. Cognitive development comes into play at this point, as well as the rationale for using this project in the first place. What do you wish to emphasize? Usually the HCSR project is very specified, allowing the client to follow clear directives. Deciding how to create the design with the tiles is an excellent interactive tool.

Your assistance as a therapist should fit the needs of the individual. If discriminate learning is a goal for a child, then sorting the tiles according to size needs to be the next step. If the person has developed beyond the schematic/realistic stage, then creating design (which can lead to homeostasis and another metaphor regarding balance and integration) would probably be a good choice. What is design? The term needs to be understood by the client, so ask him or her, “How do you want to plan where to put your tiles?” The response should dictate your reaction. If the individual says, “I want to make a landscape,” then the next question is, “What kind of landscape and what do you want in it?” There is safety in rules, permitting clients to feel comforted by structure. If the response is more vague, such as, “I want to make a pretty design,” then ask the person if he or she already has one in mind, and ask that it be drawn on a separate piece of paper. Following the principle of isomorphism, I like to help the client create space that yields design. I often take a piece of paper and ask the client to use straight lines and curvy lines to divide the paper into three parts, using the lines from one edge of the paper to another. Not only are you helping to divide and assess the space being used, but you are creating boundaries and teaching esthetic balance.

Symbolic Representation and Interpretations

Going back to the developmental cognitive continuum, the ETC begins with the database of knowledge that is conscious and reaches toward the symbolic meaning of configurations. It is very important to integrate all of the levels when wandering into the symbolic territory. The unconscious manifests itself from basic temperament (instinct) to formal operations into latent memories, conflicts, or universal experiences, which
yield transformation of body, mind, and spirit. Whether you are working with a young child who uses play to liquidate or compensate for experiences, or a highly talented, intelligent adult who is open to various interpretations of line, form, object, and color, symbolism is the most obtuse or apparent form of communication!

As a child’s play is his work (Green, 2010) and an adult’s work needs to have an element of play, the meaning and meaningfulness is the healing. Acceptance of the spiritual—that there is significance in the universe and that each person’s life is significant and has meaning and purpose—tends to be an awareness that is the end goal in any therapeutic endeavor. Every form of psychotherapy ultimately resounds in a sense of comfort, peacefulness, hope, and a desire to continue living a better life, resulting in the resilience necessary for adaptation. For a child, this is a developmental process, and we hope we have aligned the development to reach its greatest potential. For the teen who is transitioning hormonally and socially, our interventions and connections will foster hope about the adult world and entering into a career path. In early adulthood, and throughout the lifespan development, each milestone that must be achieved and integrated is part of our therapeutic design. When there is a major change in the path and grief is the result of losses, the tools of the creative arts therapist and the concepts of the ETC help establish the resilience needed.

DISCERNING RATIONALE

The choice of materials or projects should rest with the client. A range of fluid to resistive media needs to be available but not overwhelming. I have a set of markers, crayons, oil pastels, and colored pencils in one section of the art table. Tempera or acrylic paints and various sized brushes, along with the newer contained painting tools (no use of brush required), sit next to plates and bowls for mixing as well as cups for water and paper towels. A variety of papers is also available, in different sizes, colors, textures, and so on. Glue and scissors are placed next to wires and string or yarn. Modeling clays and plasticene are set alongside tools for sculpting. My sandtray is on the floor next to the art table, with
containers of action figures, animals, people, soldiers, dinosaurs, and so on easily available for sandplay. In a nearby closet are large bins of craft materials, found objects, toys, dolls, stuffed animals, puppets, drums, balls, and more. In a different section of the room are playhouses and a kitchen set. In the adjacent room is a game table, comfortable sofa, and a desk. My “cozy corner” has an electric fireplace, overstuffed chairs, throws, and a large ottoman, which also serves as a toy/object box. The two rooms are actually arranged according to the ETC, with open space for kinesthetic and sensory activities, as well as contained spaces for perceptual/affective to cognitive symbolic activities. The materials range from fluid to resistive on a large table, but they are not cluttered together. Other furniture fulfills the needs for family space, couples facing each other, or privacy. The environment must be conducive to accessing materials, experiences, and atmosphere at all levels and appropriate for different ages.

Begin where your client begins. During evaluation when selection of materials is made, note the levels of the ETC and the variables of the media. Most people are not well-versed in the use of arts media, so a certain amount of awareness induction and teaching needs to take place. I almost always introduce art experiences in terms of emotional metaphors and function. I demonstrate how good it feels if I am angry to pound on the drum or clay. If sadness is predominant, I can soothe with clay, paint, or rhythm. When I want to feel safe and am afraid, I may build a structure with blocks to protect me, or hug the dolls, or even sift through the sand. Through the expressive therapies, we are helping to create a different language, a different perspective and identity. We build on strengths and growth, resilience, and a positive attitude. Art is science, and science is interwoven into our spirit and psyche. We mirror integration, and we meet ourselves through our creations.
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